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By Amy Sohn

Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Condition: New. 336 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.From
the New York Times bestselling author Amy Sohn, one of New York Citys most provocative
columnists, comes a hip, contemporary novel about sex, sin, and living in the same neighborhood
as your parents. When twenty-six-year-old Rachel Block started rabbinical school, she didnt think
shed be dropping out after a semester and a half. But when a sick man dies under her counseling,
she realizes shes not cut out for the rabbinate. To make ends meet, she takes a job as a bartender
in her Brooklyn neighborhood--much to her parents chagrin. Its the quintessential quarter-life
crisis, compounded by the fact that shes still living just blocks from her childhood home. Then
Rachel falls in love with Hank Powell, an iconoclastic screenwriter twice her age. Suddenly shes
reassessing her values, her surroundings, and everything shes ever thought about the right kind of
relationship. Meanwhile, her interactions with her father, with whom shes always been close, have
become increasingly strange. Is he distraught that shes dropped out of school Is he having his own,
midlife, crisis Somethings up. . . and Rachels increasingly convinced it might be her fathers...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer

I just began looking over this pdf. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest
book i have got read inside my personal life and can be he very best pdf for at any time.
-- Dr. Davonte Schmidt MD-- Dr. Davonte Schmidt MD
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